Observational Practices for Urban Microclimates Using Meteorologically Instrumented Unmanned Aircraft Systems
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Abstract: The urban boundary layer (UBL) is one of the most important and least understood atmospheric domains and, consequently, warrants deep understanding and rigorous analysis via sophisticated experimental and numerical tools. When field experiments have been undertaken, they have primarily been accomplished with either a coarse network of in-situ sensors or slow response sensors based on timing or Doppler shifts, resulting in low resolution and decreasing performance with height. Small unmanned aircraft systems (UASs) offer an opportunity to improve on traditional UBL observational strategies that may require substantive infrastructure or prove impractical in a vibrant city, prohibitively expensive, or coarse in resolution. Multirotor UASs are compact, have the ability to take-off and land vertically, hover for long periods of time, and maneuver easily in all three spatial dimensions, making them advantageous for probing an obstacle-laden environment. Fixed-wing UASs offer an opportunity to cover vast horizontal and vertical distances, at low altitudes, in a continuous manner with high spatial resolution. Hence, fixed-wing UASs are advantageous for observing the roughness sublayer above the highest building height where traditional manned aircraft cannot safely fly. This work presents a methodology for UBL investigations using meteorologically instrumented UASs and discusses lessons learned and best practices garnered from a proof of concept field campaign that focused on the urban canopy layer and roughness sublayer of a large modern city with a high-rise urban canopy.
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1. Introduction

The urban boundary layer (UBL), the portion of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) whose climatic characteristics are modified by the presence of a city [1], is one of the most complex and least understood microclimates for several reasons: (1) the urban environment consists of heterogeneous buildings that interact with atmospheric flow; (2) the generation of turbulent eddies and a general reduction in wind speed within the canopy and above the rooftop level [2]; (3) the varying physical...
(e.g., albedo, thickness, evaporation efficiency) and thermodynamic properties (e.g., heat capacity, thermal conductivity, emissivity) of the artificial materials that compose the urban surface relative to the substantially different properties of natural surfaces that exist in rural areas [3]; (4) the complex processes of shadowing and the multiple reflections that affect short-wave radiation fluxes; (5) the wide-range of materials that affect the emissivity and thus long-wave fluxes; (6) the anthropogenic heat sources that act in addition to the solar-driven energy balance.

Progress toward comprehensively understanding and quantifying the structure of the UBL has been stymied by difficulties associated with measuring relevant three-dimensional meteorological parameters, such as wind speed, temperature, humidity, and turbulence statistics. Extensive reviews of boundary layer flow inside or above urban canopies are provided by [2,4–9]. Many previous studies have investigated coherent structures and their effect on turbulent flows and transport over urban canopies [10–19]. Measurements performed in proximity to the roof level showed the highest levels of turbulence intensity, while at the street level turbulence intensity tended to depend on the location within the canyon and the immediate surroundings. Long-term atmospheric studies in urban environments are increasingly available, thus allowing for seasonal variations in the diurnal evolution of the urban boundary layer to be evaluated [20–27]. Other observations have been conducted in wind tunnel experiments, targeting various more or less complex geometries, such as arrays of cubes [28–30], or more realistic representations of city neighborhoods [31–33].

Urban morphology, accounting for structures of varying sizes and shapes, significantly affects the transport of scalars and the urban surface energy balance. For example, morphology substantially influences thermal stratification and the humidity budget, both of which can increase pollutant concentration and decrease air quality within the urban canopy. Results from field observations, experimental measurements and numerical simulations have shown the importance of atmospheric stability on the urban climate. Numerical simulation investigations, for example, have revealed the impact of thermal stability on the urban heat island (UHI) [34], characteristics of the roughness sublayer (RSL) [9] and pollutant dispersion within the urban canopy layer (UCL) [35–37]. Further, several wind tunnel experiments have shown the effect of local stability on the turbulent structures within the UCL [38,39].

The ability to obtain high-quality atmospheric measurements in complex environments and over extensive spatial and temporal domains with high spatial and temporal resolution is needed in the UBL to better understand its dynamics and thermodynamics. It is impractical and unsafe, for a myriad of reasons, for conventional manned aircraft to operate within the UBL. While meteorological towers can be erected here, and are able to provide high temporal resolution and accuracy, they require substantial effort to erect, cannot provide high spatial resolution and have practical height limitations that are well below the vertical extent of the UBL. Tethered balloons can only offer skewed single column measurements and similar nontethered options cannot be precisely controlled. Surface-based remote sensing solutions also possess altitude limitations and decreasing resolution with height. Increasingly, the proliferation of crowdsourced weather data from Internet of Things (IoT) objects and social sources (see Zhu et al. [40] for a recent comprehensive review and Muller et al. [41] for an excellent summary of early crowdsourcing efforts prior to 2014) have moved us toward the possibility of higher spatial resolution and semipersistent urban meteorological observation networks. However, these embedded sensors and social sources still face challenges and do not extend into the RSL. Consequently, they do not fill this observational void. As a result of these limitations, none of the aforementioned observational strategies offer comprehensive insight into the horizontal inhomogeneity of the UBL or a complete description of its vertical extent. However, a small unmanned aircraft system (UAS), colloquially referred to as a drone, has the ability to fill this important observational gap by hosting a suite of instruments for UBL investigation. Further, a UAS can be precisely controlled to provide continuous measurements both horizontally and vertically with high spatial and temporal resolution, along with accessing vast heights (including the vertical extent of the UBL) and horizontal distances conveniently and cost effectively.
It is estimated that more than 55% of the world's population live in urban areas today; this proportion is expected to jump to almost 70% by 2050 [42]. Presently, in North America, the population in urban areas is estimated at 82% [43]. Therefore, the UBL is an important environment that sustains the activities of the majority of the world population and, consequently, warrants deep understanding and rigorous analysis via sophisticated experimental and numerical tools. This paper presents a methodology for UBL investigations using a mixed fleet of fixed-wing and multirotor meteorologically instrumented UASs undertaking concurrent observations. Further, it puts forth lessons learned and best practices garnered from a proof of concept field campaign that focused on the UCL and RSL of a large modern city with a high-rise urban canopy.

2. Unmanned Aircraft Systems as Observational Tools

In recent years, the use of UASs in a variety of scientific disciplines, including the atmospheric sciences, has grown and they now hold promise for novel UBL investigations. UASs afford the ability to fill an important atmospheric observational gap, namely observations in the domain between the reach of ground-based sensors and the altitudes that manned aircraft can safely operate at. In contrast to other observation options for this intermediate domain, such as radiosondes and tethered balloons, UASs can spend more time in the area of interest and be more precisely controlled. Even continuously recording tethered balloon options offer, at best, skewed single column analysis and some level of spatial inflexibility. Further, the elements that compose an urban environment create additional challenges for observation not present in general ABL investigations. However, the combined use of fixed-wing and multirotor UASs can be employed to forge a new measurement strategy in the UBL that is reusable, durable, repeatable, has a much lower cost barrier, requires minimal infrastructure, and renders superior spatial flexibility, range, and resolution. These attributes enable new insight within and over the complicated geometries of an urban environment.

Atmospheric observations using remote-controlled aircraft took place as early as 1970 [44]. More recently, UASs have demonstrated the ability to acquire a wide range of atmospheric data using a variety of instruments. Solid-state temperature, pressure, and humidity sensors have been hosted on UASs. Successful investigations have entailed a variety of ABL observation objectives, such as the characterization of the vertical structure of the ABL [45,46], the near surface meteorology of the Arctic and Antarctic regions [47–50], the marine boundary layer [51–53], surface fluxes [54–56], convective initiation [57], hurricanes [58], changes to a wind turbine array boundary layer [59,60], evaluation and enhancement of ABL parameterizations for numerical weather prediction (NWP) [61,62], and the monitoring of trace gases and aerosols [63,64], among others. Analogously, UASs have also been used to successfully undertake kinematic atmospheric measurements, commonly measurements of the mean wind [63,65–67] and its fluctuating component, i.e., turbulence [68–70]. Due to existing regulations that stymie many urban UAS operations, studies involving the deployment of UASs for UBL investigation are scarce and those that do exist are typically constrained to vertical ascents and descents over a single fixed location [71] or one position for urban air pollution monitoring [72–75].

Multirotor UASs are utilized for their ability to launch and recover in small spaces, maneuverability, ability to operate at low speeds, including hover, and flexibility in obtaining measurements in either a continuous manner or along a discontinuous trajectory at deliberately chosen points of interest. The ability to hover and fly a discontinuous trajectory allows the investigation of obstacle-laden environments, such as the urban environment, while making spatially dense observations. This capability also ensures that the response time of any given sensor can be respected. Further, flight testing has demonstrated that multirotor UASs are less susceptible to turbulence than fixed-wing UASs and that, when turbulence levels do increase, piloting difficulty scales less with multirotor than fixed-wing UASs [76,77]. Besides being conducive to exploring an obstacle-laden environment, multirotor UASs are well suited to accomplishing vertical profiles in a controlled manner at a specified vertical spatial resolution.
Fixed-wing UASs offer an opportunity to cover vast horizontal and vertical distances, at low altitudes, in a continuous manner with high spatial resolution. Thus, fixed-wing UASs can cover large swaths of the UBL. However, the fixed-wing aircraft’s flight path must be largely free of obstacles. This capability makes fixed-wing UASs better suited to accomplishing spatial averaging, opposed to point measurements, while still offering the resolution, with fast response sensors, to identify gradients. Collectively, fixed-wing UASs may be used for a broader characterization of an area thus enabling, if desired, multirotor UASs to hone in on identified areas of interest for more persistent monitoring. The increased efficiency of fixed-wing aircraft, afforded through the generation of lift and realized through increased endurance, provides the time required for a broad characterization of an area and identification of particular areas of interest. Following this, the decreased endurance of a multirotor can be fully exploited for a more targeted mission. However, while fixed-wing UASs generally have an increased endurance and can certainly change altitude, even accomplishing a quasi-vertical profile while undertaking a helical vertical ascent or descent, multirotor UASs have the ability to provide a truer vertical profile in a narrower column with increased temporal resolution.

Multiple studies have demonstrated that in-situ measurements of atmospheric thermodynamic parameters via a UAS are indistinguishable in accuracy relative to ground-based remote sensing techniques and traditional in-situ aerial measurements [49–51,78]. Several researchers have also demonstrated the ability to acquire kinematic observations via unmanned aircraft. While a direct measurement strategy can be undertaken using purposely mounted anemometers or multihole pressure probes, other researchers have exploited an indirect strategy. These indirect strategies have derived wind velocity by measuring pitch, roll, and yaw angles, differential motor speeds, or by making a comparison of GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) and Inertial Navigation System (INS) information [63,79–82]. While this indirect wind sensing strategy provides the advantage of not requiring the integration of additional sensors, the mass, and therefore inertia, of the aircraft prevents the fast response measurement of the wind using this technique. Oftentimes, observations of the fluctuating component of the wind are required to completely characterize the dynamic urban environment. However, if only a mean measurement is desired, this technique does offer the aforementioned advantage.

Assuming the proper functioning and calibration of a given sensor, the most prominent concern for a UAS-hosted sensor is installed sensor performance and ensuring that the measured environment is representative of the ambient atmosphere. Most often for small UASs, where only a limited amount of real estate is available for sensor mounting, the location and dimensions of the rotor-induced flow field are central to this consideration. For the measurement of scalar parameters, the rotor-induced flow field may provide for robust aspiration. While potentially advantageous, if the rotor flow is bringing air past the sensor from a portion of the atmosphere significantly above or below the aircraft, this must be taken into account when associating the observation with a measurement height. Especially for sensor placement within close proximity to a motor or rotor, the effect of heat radiated from a motor or changes to air temperature or pressure brought about by the rotor must also be considered. Even with sufficient distance from these items, proper shielding, per best meteorological practices, should be undertaken, especially for temperature sensors. The challenges presented by the rotor-induced flow field become much more complex for the measurement of wind. Here, the dimensions of the induced flow field must be ascertained directly by visualization (such as through the use of smoke) or modeling, or inferred from trial and error. Anemometers, or other analogous sensors, must be placed well outside of this zone. Nonetheless, the measurement will ultimately need to be verified against a reference standard. While this final validation must be accomplished in flight, preliminary verification can be accomplished, with the aircraft secured and in a controlled environment, through a rotors on and off test. Such a test verifies that no measurement difference exists between the two different states. Any such test that involves securing the aircraft, however, must ensure that the aircraft is positioned in a manner where it does not experience the influence of ground effect (recirculating flow). An additional
means to verify that the measured fluctuating component of the wind, i.e., turbulence, is the result of the environment and not the rotor-induced flow field is through spectral analysis methods.

3. Concept of Operations

To ensure that meaningful observations are obtained that maximize the value of a campaign and enable broad comparability and transferability of the results, a thoughtful experimental design must be undertaken. With the spatial variability brought about by roughness elements, such as buildings, homogenized in the inertial sublayer (ISL), investigation of the interaction between urban microclimates and buildings is reserved for the UCL and RSL. Since flow in these domains respond to individual roughness elements, consequently, so do atmospheric properties such as temperature and humidity that are carried by turbulent transport. This creates a multitude of microclimates that vary in both the horizontal and vertical directions. This challenge has stymied analysis of this domain despite the crucial role it plays as an interface between the surface and atmosphere, along with being a domain both highly influenced by and affecting human activity. Hence, a complete four-dimensional representation of this portion of the surface layer is required.

An urban canopy is characterized by an assortment of buildings and surfaces that may bring about an increase or decrease in mean winds, localized pockets of accelerated flow, the enhancement or diminishment of turbulence, or any combination thereof. The nature of the UCL at any given location is primarily determined by the impermeable structures in the vicinity and the thermal attributes of neighboring surfaces. While a fleet of UASs can provide a multitude of platforms for the hosting of sensors, a complete three-dimensional representation of the flow, or other atmospheric properties carried by turbulent transport, around a large building is still, more than likely, implausible due to the vast amount of real estate that requires coverage and the dedicated time that must be allocated to any one measurement position due to the temporal variability of turbulence. However, UASs afford significant advantages in probing smaller microclimates around buildings where the physical scale of the challenge is reduced and therefore more persistent monitoring is feasible. The aforementioned advantages come in the form of cost savings, reduced infrastructure requirements, accessibility and convenience, amongst others. Microclimates that may be of specific interest are areas adjacent to building facades, active surfaces at discrete levels, roof level shear zones and urban canyons. In such scenarios, canvassing the area of interest in a grid-like manner, with instrumented UASs undertaking persistent observation at grid nodes, may be considered. Depending on the availability of resources, this can concurrently be undertaken at multiple streamwise positions. The nature of this strategy that requires persistent static observation, along with the obstacle-laden character of the UCL, make multirotor UASs the optimal choice for observations in the UCL. In an analogous manner to the use of instrumented ground vehicles, such as cars and bicycles [83,84], in the past, multirotor UASs also enable the ability to characterize patterns within zones of sharp spatial gradients or provide a broad overview of the variety of microclimates aloft. Each of these strategies are now free of the constraints previously associated with road infrastructure. To aid in the transferability and comparability of the data, the simultaneous observation of the freestream velocity should be recorded during the implementation of all of the aforementioned strategies.

Similar to the UCL, flow in the RSL responds to individual roughness elements within the urban canopy. With the resulting variety of microclimates that this creates, this inhomogeneous layer presents analogous challenges to those found in the UCL. However, unlike the UCL, the complementary use of multirotor and fixed-wing UASs can facilitate the implementation of a widespread horizontal averaging strategy that enables a simplification of the complex RSL without a corresponding loss of rigor.

An overarching UAS observation strategy to build a more complete 3D picture of the RSL is one that undertakes concurrent measurements at different averaging levels with a multitude of varied but specialized UASs (Figure 1a). A multitude of fixed-wing unmanned aircrafts (UASs) can each be assigned to a distinct altitude band (dotted lines in Figure 1a). To ensure, prior to analysis, that the entirety of the
Therefore, the abovementioned concurrently flown level flight segments should be laterally constrained to distinct local climate zones (LCZs) \[86\]. At each discrete altitude flown within a LCZ due to a nonhomogeneous roof level, multicopter UAs can be employed to fill in these horizontal noncontinuous segments in the upper portion of the UCL. (dashed lines in Figure 1a). Concurrent measurement anywhere in the SL will require bringing numerous datasets together into one actionable dataset. Data timestamps can be used for this purpose. Similarly structuring how data are locally written or telemetered across all platforms aids greatly in the readability and utility of the time-merged data.

RSL is captured concurrently, the entire surface layer (SL) from the mean building height, \(z_{1/4}\), to 5 \(z_{1/4}\) is divided and concurrently flown. With the blending height typically varying from 1.5 \(z_{1/4}\) over densely built homogeneous sites to 4 \(z_{1/4}\) over sparsely built-up areas with isolated roughness elements \[85\] this coverage will ensure the entirety of the RSL is considered and simultaneously observed. Where level flight segments are not practical near the top of the UCL due to a nonhomogeneous roof level, multicopter UAs can be employed to fill in these horizontal noncontinuous segments in the upper portion of the UCL. Concurrent measurement anywhere in the SL will require bringing numerous datasets together into one actionable dataset. Data timestamps can be used for this purpose. Similarly structuring how data are locally written or telemetered across all platforms aids greatly in the readability and utility of the time-merged data.

**Figure 1.** (a) Measurement profiles flown simultaneously by a combination of instrumented multicopter (dashed) unmanned aircraft around the inhomogeneous urban canopy and fixed-wing (dotted) unmanned aircraft assigned to \(h_0\) discrete layers for horizontal averaging; (b) plan view of the lawn mower flight pattern flown at one altitude across a given local climate zone (LCZ) for horizontal averaging. Neither Figure 1a or Figure 1b is drawn to scale.

While urban surfaces are often noted as being heterogeneous, frequently, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations and wind tunnel investigations do not afford the ability to reflect this; field campaigns have often not considered or reported this nor had the instrumentation to adequately cover and make distinct homogeneous regions within the broader heterogeneity. This conflation neglects the important role that the underlying surface plays in the vertical structure of the UBL, introduces extraneous signals, and contributes to the challenge of comparing and transferring results. Therefore, the abovementioned concurrently flown level flight segments should be laterally constrained to distinct local climate zones (LCZs) \[86\]. At each discrete altitude flown within a LCZ, a given UA undertakes a lawn mower pattern, as depicted in Figure 1b. In order for the aforementioned parsing to be valid, the horizontal dimensions of the lawn mower pattern must be carefully chosen. In addition to the purposeful selection of the flight leg dimensions, the placement of these flight legs must be chosen with an appropriate fetch from the windward boundary of the LCZ in order to exclude the influence of transition zones between adjacent LCZs, minimize the effect of advection from neighboring LCZs, and to ensure that flight activities will take place within the internal boundary layer (IBL) associated with the underlying surface of interest. This horizontal averaging approach overcomes the challenges presented by the inhomogeneity of the RSL while still respecting the role of inhomogeneity at the surface.

The observations over the entirety of the flight legs at a given level can be spatially averaged, creating a series of vertically stacked horizontally averaged layers within a distinct LCZ. This results in the simplification of the RSL to one effective dimension, the vertical, and, in effect, realizes horizontal homogeneity within the LCZ at a given level. The division of the RSL above the given LCZ into a multitude of layers enables a vertical profile for any parameter of interest to emerge. Consequently,
this strategy provides access to in-situ observations of the RSL in a broader manner, more appropriate for the RSL, that are superior to point measurements or single column analysis. Accompanying surface-based atmospheric measurements should be considered in conjunction with all UA observations. Each weather station should be placed well away from anomalous structures and within a reasonably homogeneous and representative portion of the LCZ of interest. Besides characterizing the surface, such measurements can serve as a reference for the multitude of UA observations, a link between observations being simultaneously undertaken in both the UCL and RSL, and for safely launching and recovering the UA.

Since urban regions possess a high degree of complexity in all dimensions, each of the LCZs investigated must be carefully and completely characterized by accompanying urban metadata. Given the vertical nature of the UAS observations, this third dimension must be given greater attention with its attributes noted and recorded. These attributes include building dimensions, roof geometries, vegetation types, surface fabric and cover, and traffic levels, along with noting similar features within adjacent LCZs. Of course, accompanying synoptic, mesoscale and local conditions, including observations such as cloud cover, should be accurately documented not only as accompanying metadata but during preflight activities for the safety of flight considerations. Again, such diligence will contribute not only to the safety of the operation but to the broad comparability and transferability of the work.

4. Field Campaign

4.1. Experiment Setting

An exploratory field campaign was conducted over the course of two weeks in Pristina, Kosovo during the summer of 2019 to flight test meteorologically instrumented UAs and validate observational strategies. Pristina, Kosovo, is the capital of, and largest city in, Kosovo (Figure 2 shows a panoramic view). The city covers 572 square kilometers [87] and the land surface cover is a mixture of residential and commercial buildings, with the highest residential building 24 floors in height and the largest commercial building stretching 42 floors upward [88]. One-half of all buildings in Pristina are above 100 m [88]. Hence, Pristina offered an excellent opportunity to conduct a proof of concept field investigation in a contemporary urban canopy.

Figure 2. Panoramic view of Pristina, Kosovo. Image courtesy of Kosovo Info.

Pristina was selected as the site for undertaking urban observations for numerous reasons. Besides the abovementioned urban area that it offers, a broad legacy of support from the Kosovo Civil Aviation Administration (KCAA) for Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU) UAS operations exists due to an assortment of past field campaigns conducted successfully across the country and within Pristina specifically. Hence, these periods of performance resulted in unique authorization to conduct urban flight operations that is not presently easily obtainable in the United States due to existing Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations. Additionally, the operation coincided with an annual study-abroad trip to the Balkans, anchored in Pristina, that was composed of many aeronautical science students [89]. The dovetailing of these two expeditions provided an advantage in
making available an abundant amount of time to wait for the desired synoptic conditions to be present and an ample number of students who were well-versed in UAS flight and ground observations.

4.2. Observation Platforms

Several iterations of both multirotor and fixed-wing meteorologically instrumented UASs have evolved between field campaign preplanning and postcampaign evaluation. Actual experimental observations took place with as many as five simultaneously flown UAs. Each of these UAs has been instrumented to make both thermodynamic and kinematic measurements. All thermodynamic measurements for each category of aircraft (multirotor and fixed-wing) are obtained by a resistor temperature detector (RTD) for temperature and a capacitive hygrometer for humidity. Pressure is measured with a high-resolution solid-state barometer.

Multirotor kinematic measurements are accomplished with a 2-dimensional acoustic resonance wind sensor. In order to place the anemometer(s) out of the rotor-induced flow field, UAs that host a single anemometer have made use of a vertical pole mount (Figure 3a) while UAs that produce 3-dimensional wind data have made use of placing orthogonally mounted sonic anemometers on booms that extend laterally (Figure 3b,c). This latter mounting strategy enables a greater number of flux calculations, including those that make use of the fluctuating vertical velocity component. As previously stated, meteorologically instrumented fixed-wing UAs that have been developed (Figure 3d) utilize the same scalar sensors; however, kinematic measurements are made with a 7-hole pressure probe. Transition (hybrid) style fixed-wing UAs were specifically chosen to host the meteorological instrumentation due to their vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) capability. This capability affords more launch and recovery options in an urban environment where an unobstructed expanse for traditional launch and recovery might not be readily available. Further, this launch and recovery method affords much greater protection to sensitive instrumentation, such as the multihole pressure probe, compared to a parachute, belly landing or net rescue recovery. As a result, a fixed-wing UA that undertakes a VTOL launch and recovery offers many advantages specific to an urban environment while still exploiting the efficiency of fixed-wing lift that further enhances endurance. Additional detail on the assortment of meteorologically instrumented UAs developed by ERAU, including sensor capability and validation, can be found in [55, 90–95].

4.3. Campaign Challenges, Lessons Learned and Best Practices

4.3.1. Operational

The mainstay observational strategies implemented in Pristina consisted of vertically stacked multirotor UAs at various downstream and laterally offset positions within a variety of urban canyons and the concurrent UCL and RSL investigation strategy put forth in Section 3. While care was exercised during the creation of each UA’s flight plan and the overarching observational strategy, a number of on-site challenges were realized. Some of these challenges were anticipated while others were not. To proactively identify and quantify hazards, a flight risk assessment tool (FRAT) was developed and implemented. This is shown in Figure 4. The FRAT was exercised prior to every flight operation and provides an easy to understand visual depiction of risk that, ultimately, controlled the go/no-go decision. This tool purposely made the team consider the accumulation of risk in an objective manner.

Operational risks that were identified in preflight briefings were openly discussed along with consensus measures to mitigate these risks. Acknowledging that not all risks would be properly identified, safety and aircraft performance margins were built into the concept of operations (ConOps). In keeping with general flight testing philosophy, the flight envelope of the instrumented UAs and the operation in general were expanded in a slow build-up manner. This approach respects the decreased dimensions and mass, and consequently inertia, of the vehicles and their resulting increased sensitivity to weather, along with changes to the stability and control of the instrumented aircraft.
An appropriate strategy might consist of the UA hovering in place, giving the pilot time to reestablish the link. A meticulous site survey can also aid in the accomplishment of an excellent record of urban metadata. In the eventuality of a lost link between a UA and the ground control station (GCS), probability of occurring in urban locales, a loss of link strategy should be decided upon beforehand. The wind and turbulence can also impact aircraft endurance and this must be taken into account during urban mission planning and be continually monitored during the flight. Winds and turbulence can decrease the endurance of a UA as it works to stabilize itself or increase the platform’s endurance as it exploits updrafts.

Methodical site surveys that accurately depict the flight operations area and identify threats should be part of the standard operating procedure prior to the commencement of any flight operation. A meticulous site survey can also aid in the accomplishment of an excellent record of urban metadata that should accompany any observed dataset. Hence, each objective should be kept in mind when conducting the site survey. For each purpose, the record should include the height of the highest obstruction in the operational area. This height should set the minimum obstacle clearance altitude (MOCA). In the eventuality of a lost link between a UA and the ground control station (GCS), this MOCA should inform the return to home (RTH) altitude. The RTH altitude should be set higher than the MOCA for autonomous emergency landing contingencies. Since a loss of link has a higher probability of occurring in urban locales, a loss of link strategy should be decided upon beforehand. An appropriate strategy might consist of the UA hovering in place, giving the pilot time to reestablish the link. Failure to reconnect should result in the UA returning to a predefined recovery area with a RTH altitude set higher than the MOCA. Just as fundamental to the site survey as the identification of

**Figure 3.** In clockwise order. (a) Instrumented multirotor with thermodynamic sensors and a single vertically mounted anemometer; (b) instrumented DJI S1000 multirotor with orthogonally mounted anemometers on lateral booms; (c) instrumented Tarot T-18 multirotor with orthogonally mounted anemometers on lateral booms; (d) instrumented transition fixed-wing unmanned aircraft.

The increased mechanical and thermal turbulence in an urban environment can make an urban environment an especially challenging environment to fly in. The same wind and turbulence that is attempting to be observed can prove to be one of the greatest challenges to the operation. The greatest risk in this dynamic is loss of UA control, a failure to deconflict with fixed objects or vertically separated UA, or both. To mitigate these challenges, aircraft performance margins were maintained, pilot proficiency was matched with the anticipated flow and turbulence intensity, and appropriate physical distancing from physical objects was maintained. The wind and turbulence can also impact aircraft endurance and this must be taken into account during urban mission planning and be continually monitored during the flight. Winds and turbulence can decrease the endurance of a UA as it works to stabilize itself or increase the platform’s endurance as it exploits updrafts.
obstacles is the identification of a number of alternative recovery zones in the event of an emergency at any phase of flight. The lack of adequate options may necessitate altering the observational strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational Factor</th>
<th>Type of Operation</th>
<th>Proficiency</th>
<th>Demo</th>
<th>Recurrency / Subsequent</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Initial Experimental or Service Learning Flight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of Operation</td>
<td>&lt; 1 hour</td>
<td>1 - &lt; 2 hours</td>
<td>2 - &lt; 4 hours</td>
<td>4 - 6 hours</td>
<td>&gt; 6 hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous Operations</td>
<td>1 UA</td>
<td>2 UAs</td>
<td>3 UAs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours of Rest in Last 24 Hours (from prior duty)</td>
<td>&gt; 14</td>
<td>&gt; 12 - 14</td>
<td>&gt; 10 - 12</td>
<td>&gt; 8 - 10</td>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Flights in UAS category (multi-rotor vs. fixed-wing)</td>
<td>&gt; 50</td>
<td>50 - 41</td>
<td>40 - 31</td>
<td>30 - 20</td>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Flights in Last 90 Days</td>
<td>&gt; 12</td>
<td>&gt; 7 - 12</td>
<td>&gt; 5 - 7</td>
<td>&gt; 3 - 5</td>
<td>&lt; 3 or less</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Crew</td>
<td>VO</td>
<td>PMC</td>
<td>RPIC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total UAS Hours</td>
<td>&gt; 50</td>
<td>40 - 50</td>
<td>30 - 40</td>
<td>20 - 30</td>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface wind (% of OEM UAS max; if not OEM prescribed)</td>
<td>50% or &lt; 8 kts</td>
<td>60% or 9 - 12 kts</td>
<td>70% or 13 - 15 kts</td>
<td>80% or 16 - 19 kts</td>
<td>90% or &gt; 20 kts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather Forecast for Operation</td>
<td>14 CFR 107 Minimums</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrounding Area</td>
<td>Flat, no obstacles</td>
<td>Flat, with obstacles</td>
<td>Hilly or mountainous</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Confined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Risk Score →

No unusual hazards. Use normal flight planning and operational procedures. Requires PIC signoff. < 21

Elevated risk. Conduct flight planning with extra care. Review personal minimums and operating procedures to ensure that all standards are being met. Consider alternatives to reduce risk. Requires UAS-S Program Coordinator signoff or, for operations outside of the local area, their designee. 21-35

Conditions present much higher than normal risk. Conduct flight planning with extra care and review all elements to identify those that could be modified to reduce risk. If available, consult with a more experienced pilot or instructor for guidance before flight. Develop contingency plans before flight to deal with high risk items. Decide beforehand on alternates and brief crewmembers on special precautions to be taken during the flight. Consider delaying flight until conditions improve and risk is reduced. Requires Department Chair signoff. > 35

Figure 4. Flight Risk Assessment Tool (FRAT).

In the same manner that careful and methodical operational field planning pays large dividends in the future, diligent logistical planning offers the same reward. While most field campaigns involve the transport of large volumes of equipment and a number of people, always involving great effort, UAS operations often introduce additional complexity. A significant challenge is associated with the lithium-ion polymer batteries required for their operation. Especially for large UASs, typically required for hosting instrumentation, the batteries are often over the 160 Wh limit imposed by airlines. This restriction requires preplanning to overcome via the securing of batteries on-site if ground transportation is not an option. In addition to securing an adequate number of batteries for a given day’s agenda, spare parts, especially hard to source components or those with a low mean time between failure (MTBF), should be secured in advance. When foreign travel, such as in this case, is involved, an additional issue that might arise is required communication equipment. In an effort to keep all disparate parties connected during an operation, walkie-talkies might be utilized. It should be noted that, while walkie-talkies will work anywhere in the world, individual counties have their own rules and regulations pertaining to what radios can legally be used in their jurisdiction.

Finally, while the use of checklists are a hallmark of aviation, it should be recognized that original equipment manufacturer (OEM) checklists, if provided, may need updating or to be rewritten once the
platform is instrumented. Besides mitigating risk and enhancing safety, a checklist that incorporates the instrumentation system ensures that a complete dataset is obtained and negates the need to re-fly missions and, hence, increase exposure to unnecessary risk.

4.3.2. Technical

Flight in proximity to structures also poses challenges through their material construction. Ferromagnetic and electromagnetic sources are found throughout urban infrastructure in the form of pipes, underground power lines and rebar, amongst other items, and can affect operation of the UA’s magnetometer. This may be especially problematic during compass calibration, which will be required when deployment takes place far from the UA’s last operational area. When this calibration takes place, it needs to be accomplished close to the area of intended operation but, preferably, in an undeveloped area free of magnetic interference. This requires preplanning ahead of entering the urban environment. While the open expanse on the top of buildings and parking structures are attractive launch and recovery areas, the presence of embedded rebar must be remembered. The pilot should be especially cognizant of and prepared for erratic UA behavior upon launch. A simple controllability check of aircraft responsiveness around all three aircraft axes was completed immediately after each launch when the UA was still in the sterile launch region. The flight team in Pristina witnessed firsthand the effect of electromagnetic interference when an industrial grade portable generator, located in a construction zone used for launch and recovery, unexpectedly switched on. It should also be noted that in addition to being cognizant of potential sources of magnetic interference in the immediate area during a compass calibration, that instrumentation should also be switched off as to not create a local electromagnetic field.

The impermeable nature of buildings can also provide operational challenges through the blockage of GPS signals. Therefore, pilots manually flying in flight modes with stability augmentation must remain vigilant and prepared to maintain control and operate the UA in a degraded state should GPS signals be lost. This is an especially significant concern deep within urban canyons. During the field campaign, the unavailability of GPS oftentimes resulted in pilots having to fly the UA in a degraded flight mode until several hundred feet in the air where GPS signals were obtainable. This lack of GPS availability also brings about the inability to easily geotag and time stamp the data.

An additional consideration in the further mitigation of risk, when using multirotor UAs, was the selection and use of multirotor UAs with greater than four rotors that would, in the event of a motor, electronic speed controller (ESC), or propeller failure, enable a controlled descent. To further address the concern of an uncontrolled descent, parachute recovery systems, that remove power upon deployment and sound an audible alarm, were incorporated into all UAs. These steps were taken in addition to restricting pedestrian access to flight operation areas, especially below multirotor operations. Prop guards, while not installed during the initial field campaign, may also be considered in order to provide an additional safeguard against lacerations. Such guards also prevent propeller damage during an inadvertent minor encounter with an object that would otherwise result in critical damage to the UA.

4.3.3. Personnel

While a number of best practices were extracted from this exploratory field campaign, one clear takeaway is that urban investigations require more personnel than a comparable ABL investigation in an undeveloped area. The previously described concurrent measurement strategy requires multiple pilots for a one-to-one ratio to be maintained between the pilot and UA. The dynamic urban environment and potential changes to the UA’s handling characteristics requires regard for each of these pilots as an individual and consideration of their unique experience and skill level. As much as possible, pilots should retain their UA assignment as they become accustomed to any unique handling qualities brought about by the instrumentation of the UA and as they develop experience navigating a particular platform through a complex urban environment. In general, UAs within the UCL were manually flown
while UAs operating in the RSL, above the height of the tallest building, were operated autonomously. Each of these factors figured into the ConOps and a given pilot’s assignment to a specific UA and task.

Urban operations can introduce several additional factors that increase the difficulty of obtaining and maintaining situational awareness (SA). With SA serving as a fundamental component in the management of risk, pilots who cannot understand their current situation cannot appropriately assess or mitigate risk. A vibrant city provides a multitude of ever changing distractions which may contribute to the loss of SA. The deployment of small UA teams, versus the assignment of a single pilot to a given UA, may allow for members of a UA team to manage distractions on behalf of a pilot, thus allowing the pilot to solely focus on safely manipulating the controls and retain SA. With the present widespread requirement for the UA pilot to maintain visual line of sight (VLOS), the UA may be placed within an environment constrained by physical barriers, such as buildings that wrap around the operational domain. While this set-up ensures that the pilot can maintain VLOS with the UA, it may lead to the pilot being unaware of threats that are still within very close proximity, such as just around the corner or over a building. Here, visual observers (VOs) can provide complementary perspectives at the border of the operational area. VOs can also greatly assist the pilot in deconflicting the UA flight path with fixed objects, such as buildings, by using alternative perspectives, especially when it may be difficult for a pilot to appropriately perceive the relative distance of a fixed object in their visual field (depth perception). Further, VOs can ensure that the airspace for the operation remains clear of nonparticipant aircrafts, both manned and unmanned. Preflight meetings and briefings and site inspections that entail the pilot becoming familiar with their operational environment and rehearsing the data acquisition strategy can go a long way in mitigating many of the aforementioned challenges.

In addition to a small UA team being assigned a pilot and VOs, additional members can be utilized to further increase the likelihood of success. These team members can assist the pilot with load (task) shedding, the management of distractions, such as interested public observers, and identifying suitable emergency landing locations in that eventuality. The conduct of UA operations in urban areas will bring about a great deal of attention from the public with inquiries that range from simple curiosity to individuals demanding to see authorization for the operation. In the circumstance of this field campaign, these inquiries necessitated also having a translator embedded in the operation.

With all of these individuals solely focusing on the safe execution of their immediate flight operation, an overarching test director can then maintain the entirety of the “big picture” and ensure that the scientific objectives of the mission are also being accomplished. It is strongly suggested that there is a strict division of responsibility between flight and scientific objectives. The test director can bring these two disparate groups, flight operators and data scientists, who may be monitoring telemetered data, together. Besides bridging the focus of these two distinct groups, the test director, with their “big picture” perspective, can: (1) ensure that all UAs remain deconflicted, better understanding the future positions of other UAs and relaying this as needed; (2) assist pilots in making decisions, thus helping them avoid task saturation; (3) identify threats; (4) evaluate changing circumstances; (5) discourage complacency; (6) ensure scientific objectives are being met; (7) serve as a conduit for communication between flight operation teams, data managers and scientists. A range safety officer (RSO) can also be designated during an operation and satisfy many of the safety related roles previously put forth for the test director. This is especially advisable for large or complex operations. It is imperative that all individuals have direct two-way communication with each other. Further, while conventional aviation language can be utilized in general, it is imperative that a concise, effective and common language be developed and implemented for the unique aspects of a UBL investigation.

Again, this exploratory field campaign was dovetailed with a study abroad trip consisting of many students. This circumstance provided the large number of people required to implement the abovementioned organizational structure. It was discovered that UA operations scaffold well with student participation since the aforementioned responsibilities range in complexity. For example, new or inexperienced team members can easily and effectively serve as VOs, individuals with intermediate levels of experience can safely manipulate the controls of straightforward manual missions or oversee
autonomous flight plans (assuming they are properly certificated), and experienced students, including
graduate students, can effectively assist in the planning and oversight of significant portions of the
campaign. Data management and analysis in the field similarly scaffolds.

5. Conclusions

The UBL is an increasingly important domain that warrants deep understanding and rigorous
analysis via sophisticated experimental and numerical tools. Swarms of meteorologically instrumented
UASs afford a novel way to investigate the UBL, especially the numerous microclimates within the
UCL and RSL. This paper presented a methodology for SL investigations using a mixed fleet of
fixed-wing and multirotor UASs undertaking concurrent observations. Following a proof of concept
field campaign that focused on the UCL and RSL of a large modern city with a high-rise urban canopy,
the lessons learned were discussed and best practices suggested. Using the aforementioned practices,
future work includes numerous scientific field campaigns. In addition to the discussed meteorological
sensors, during future flights, the authors hope to also fly an infrared thermal imaging camera to
elucidate the heterogeneity of urban surfaces.
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